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● Human genomes have huge number of 
repetitive elements.

● Most of their roles are believed to be unknown.
● Big goal: characterize and explain the 

mechanism of repeats in mammalian genomes.

Big goal



Transposable elements



Target site duplication (TSD)



L1 – the best TE in the world

 



First task

Efficient algorithm to find L1-transposition 
events with additional information about TSD 
structure.



Our approach

1. Use RepeatMasker to find repeats.
2. Use local alignment and heuristic scoring 

function to find TSD.
3. Try to find some specific properties about 

TSD.



Our results

● Developed reliable algorithm to locate nearly all 
TSD in genome.

● Gather statistics about different properties of 
TSD in human genome.

● Developed algorithm to locate poly-A tails of 
repeats and gather statistics.



TSD length distribution



TSD distance distribution



And then...

Dima

Mice project

Oleg

CNV of repeats







Mice project

● We use Ragout to improve mice assembly.
● I’ve implemented fast overlap graph 

construction.
● Now it is possible to operate with large 

genomes more efficiently.
● I also count a lot of statistics for Ragout.
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CNV of repeats
Approaches:

1. Pair-end mapping
2. Split read
3. Read depth
4. Assembly-based
5. Combinatorial



Task

● All of the approaches compare a particular 
genome with reference.

● Our task: we have two sets of reads from 
two very resembling genomes.
Can we find repeats movement?



Current progress
● Reading articles about CNV detection of repeats.

● Coming up with ideas of how to solve our task.

● Given reads of twin pairs: one has disease, the other 
does not.
Try to find TSD/new insertion of retrotransposon.



Thank you!


